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Abstract--- Presses are used in industries for a wide variety 

of uses including blanking, piercing and pressing. There are 

many different types of presses. The most popular are 

pneumatic presses and hydraulic presses. Pneumatic presses 

are 10 times faster than hydraulic presses and they can 

perform many jobs faster and more efficiently. Metal 

forming is one of the manufacturing processes which are 

almost chip less. These operations are mainly carried out by 

the help of presses and press tools. These operations include 

deformation of metal work pieces to the desired size by 

applying pressure or force. Press machine always works 

under impact load condition. Because of continuous impact 

the load, frame of press machine always experience 

continuous tensile stress. 

Keywords: FEA, Pneumatic Press frame structure, crack, 

stress concentration 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A power press is a machine that supplies force to a die used 

to blank, form, or shape metal or non-metallic material. 

Thus, a press is a component of a manufacturing system that 

combines the press, die, material, and feeding method to 

produce a part. Presses are composed of frame, bed, or 

bolster plate and a reciprocating member called a ram or 

slide, which exerts force upon work material through special 

tools mounted on the ram and bed. Energy stored in the 

rotating flywheel of a mechanical press (or supplied by a 

hydraulic system in a hydraulic press, or supplied by 

pneumatic cylinder in a pneumatic press) is transferred to 

the ram to provide linear movement. Metal forming is one of 

the manufacturing processes which are almost chip less. 

These operations are mainly carried out by the help of 

presses and press tools. These operations include 

deformation of metal work pieces to the desired size by 

applying pressure or force. Presses and press tools facilitate 

mass production work. These are considered fastest and 

most efficient way to form a sheet metal into finished 

products. The software offers a comprehensive range of 

stress analysis and other capabilities in an integrated 

package for such large-scale, complex problems. An 

integrated infrastructure, ANSYS Parametric Design 

Language   customization   capabilities   and nonlinear 

simulation with contact plasticity work together to provide 

powerful simulation capabilities for this type of application. 

Key dimensions of the frame were modified using 

ANSYS Parametric Design Language (APDL) capabilities, 

with ANSYS Mechanical software analyzing the various 

combinations of parameters. Ever since the evolution of 

FEA, there has been a continuous and growing need for a 

powerful design analysis tool in the machine tools industry 

 
Fig.1:C-type press frame 

II. PHENOMENA OF POWER PRESS 

Basically in this, work is on the C-frame type press [fig.1] 

machine but presses fall into two predominant types: gap 

frame and straight side presses. The frame types used in 

hydraulic presses are similar to those used in many 

mechanical presses. Most power presses are actuated by 

electrical motor driven mechanical or hydraulic energy. 

However, gravity drop hammer and foot powered kick 

presses are also used. The drive systems, clutches, brakes, 

counterbalance systems, die cushions, electrical, hydraulic 

and pneumatic features are similar in both the gap frame and 

straight side types. The major advantages of an open frame 

press design are economy of construction and unhindered 

access to the die area. Inclinable models and those with 

moveable beds or tables also offer a great deal of versatility, 

making them particularly useful for short run production or 

job shop applications. The drawback of the open frame 

design is the fact that such presses are generally limited in 

practice to the use of single dies. This is a result of several 

factors including the lack of stiffness and the typically small 

force capacity and die area of open frame presses. 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The following methodology used for carrying out Finite 

Element Analysis of 40 TON C-Frame of pneumatic power 

press 

1) Formulation of the problem – the success of any 

experiment is dependent on a full understanding of the 

nature of the problem. 

2) Validation of FEM method for finding maximum stress. 
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3) Modeling of the Pneumatic power press will done using 

CAD software CREO 2.0. 

4)  Stress distribution on C-frame. 

5) Software ANSYS 14.5 using for Finite Element 

Modeling. 

A. Validation steps of fem method for finding stress.  

1) Prepare a three dimensional model in CREO 2.0. 

2) Import the CREO2.0 model in ANSYS software. 

3)  Mesh the ANSYS model. 

4) Apply boundary conditions and find out stress 

distribution in the component. 

5) Validate that maximum stress in component with 

operating condition 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Mihai Talu, Stefan Talu [1]- “Static Analysis Of Apress 

Ram-Linear Hydraulic Motorpiston Assembly From 

Horizontal Hydraulic Press–2 Mn”-2010 

The aim of this paper is to analyses through the finite 

elements method (FEM) the press ram-linear hydraulic 

motor piston assembly from horizontal Hydraulic Press – 2 

MN. The analysis of ram-piston assembly was made for 

determination of stresses, displacements, deformations and 

the factor of safety distribution. A three dimensional model 

of the ram-piston assembly with a complex geometry was 

generated based on the designed data. The Finite Elements 

Analysis was performed using Solid Works 3D CAD Design 

and COSMOS Works software .The simulation results were 

evaluated and compared to the experimental data. Results 

show that the established FEM model provides useful 

information for the ram-piston assembly optimal design. 

M.Fulland [2]–“Analysis of Fatigue Crack Propagation in 

the Frame of A Hydraulic Press”-18 Jan 2007. 

Within this paper the fatigue crack growth in the frame of a 

hydraulic press will be discussed. The crack growth started 

at a shrink hole in a notch in the middle part of the frame. 

The state of stress of the crack is predominantly influenced 

by the notch, which induces a Mixed-Mode-loading during 

the crack growth. The propagation of the crack will be 

analyzed with the crack simulation program 

ADAPCRACK3D, which has been developed at the 

Institute of Applied Mechanics at University Paderborn. 

This program is able to calculate fully automatic the stress 

intensities along a 3D-crack front as well as the crack path 

and the lifetime of a structure. 

Rakesh.A.Oza & S.P.Patel [3]–“Analysis and Optimization 

of Drive Shaft in Eccentric Mechanical Press” -2011 

In current market, drive shaft is most important component 

to run the application, because of failure of shaft tends to 

stop the production line or manufacturing of the 

components. A Drive shaft is a rotating shaft that transmits 

power from the motor to the gear box. Drive shaft must 

operate in high and low power transmission of the 

fluctuating load as required in eccentric mechanical press. 

Due to this type of fluctuating load drive shaft is fail. Thus it 

is important to make this shaft as per load requirement to 

avoid this failure.  In this paper, first the model is prepare on 

the pro/Engineer software and after that the analysis work 

on the ANSYS for comparing the different such as bending 

stress, shear stress, and deflection of the shaft for existing 

condition as well as the new design which one developed for 

this condition. Then weight reduction is check by using E-

Glass/Epoxy and HM-Carbon / Epoxy materials 

Frantisek Trebuna [4]- “Analysis of Crack Initiation inthe 

Press Frame and Innovation ofthe Frame to Ensure Its 

Further Operation”-2011. 

This paper describes numerical and experimental analysis of 

the causes of press frame failure with the aim to propose an 

optimal variant of its strengthening in order to guarantee 

safe operation of its original working regime. The analysis 

of stress states in the frame during the operation was 

performed using the finite element method [fig.2] 

Experimental analysis was focused on determination of 

residual stresses in the locations of failures. 

 

 

Fig. 2: shows the meshed model and the field of equivalent 

stresses 

The shapes and positions of cracks unambiguously 

document locations of their initiations and they are in 

agreement with results of analysis provided by FEM. For the 

analysis of the press frame strengthening, in order to ensure 

further operation of the press thought failures, the finite 

element method was used .The stress analysis by the FEM 

showed that rounding of the corner with a radius of 40 mm 

in locations of the junction of steel sheets [Fig.3] of the 

columns with the bottom crossbeams the maximum value of 

the equivalent stresses decreased from 273 MPa to 180 

MPa, i.e. by approximately 35%.[Fig.4-5] 

 
Fig. 3: Location of the junction between the column and the 

bottom cross beam meshed model and the field of equivalent 

stresses 
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Fig. 4: Details of equivalent stresses on the press frame after 

modifications. 

 
Fig. 5: Field of equivalent stresses on the press frame after 

modifications 

On the basis of the above-mentioned facts it was proposed 

to provide (after welding cracks) strengthening of the press 

frame by welding eight plates to all columns. Numerical 

analysis of the press frame showed that occurrence of sharp 

corners (without rounding) in the junction of the columns 

and bottom crossbeams caused (in the case of maximum 

allowable loading of ram 3500 KN equivalent stresses of 

273 MPa. Crack initiation in the inner corners of the 

columns and also in other locations could be most probably 

caused by overloading during the operation which, however, 

was not caused by the technological process of pressing 

itself (cutting and forming), but as a result of inappropriate 

position of the semi-finished product and consequently 

arising of additional forces during the movement of the ram. 

However, in this case it appears to be due to malfunction of 

the force limiter. 

N.K.Mandavgade [5] – “A Review on Analysis and 

Optimization of Hydraulic Cotton Lint Bailing Press”-2012.  

Had discussed the FEA implementation for analysis and 

optimization of top and bottom frame for hydraulic cotton 

lint bailing press. The design calculations of Hydraulic press 

system are playing important role as we come to know the 

value of total force develops in the system. The value of 

tensile stresses developed in the system is greater than the 

permissible limit. Selection of good shape provides strength 

to the system as the system is only undergoing through 

bending according to the FEA Analysis the best solution is 

obtained by changing the shape and design of the Top and 

Bottom frame structure. They found that proposed design 

process successfully incorporates into a structural shape 

optimization problem. In addition to ensuring 

manufacturability of the structurally optimized components, 

the design process delivers components with minimum cost 

and required performance. The trade-off between structural 

performance and machining cost is highlighted using these 

design examples. Furthermore, the process starts with 

preliminary information about the component and delivers 

optimum components at the end. 

Catalin Iancu [6] - “Comparison between Analytical 

Calculus and Fem for A Mechanical Press Bed”-2013 

In the first part of this paper is presented a method for 

calculating stress of press bed, based on expansion of classic 

methodology, using reduced frame, determined by the points 

of application of force and the gravity center line, thus 

determining sectional geometry and maximum stress. 

Calculus is extended considering cross sections of the frame, 

from 15° to 15°, providing more information on both 

maximum values and the distribution of these tensions. 

Values obtained confirm the assumption that using the 

simplified structure is obtained generally large the 

calculation usually used for verification. By this method one 

can get stresses in different sections, not only the maximum 

value. For a complete stress value and their distribution 

require a more complex calculation, furthermore allowing 

any dimensional optimization, such as FEM. Second, is 

presented a step-by-step method for modeling the frame of 

mechanical press studied, using Pro/Engineer, in order to 

perform consequent static or dynamic analysis based on 

FEM, using COSMOS/M. So are presented the stages of 

defining the mesh, the environment bonds, the loads, and 

finally performing analysis and result interpretation. 

According to FEA results a continuous distribution of 

displacements and stresses that validate the model. At the 

end are presented considerations and comparison between 

the results of analytical method and FEM, regarding stress 

values and their distribution 

Muni Prabaharan   And  V.Amarnath [7] – “ Structural 

Optimization Of 5 Ton  Hydraulic  Press And Scrap Baling 

Press For Cost Reduction By Topology”-2011. 

His research interests include Structural Analysis, Computer 

Aided Engineering, Computer Aided Designing, in this 

project, topology optimization has been applied on various 

components of scrap baling press and 5Ton hydraulic press 

using ANSYS WORKBENCH software. Suitable loads and 

constraints are applied on the initial design space of the 

components. An integrated approach has also been 

developed to verify the structural performance by using 

ANSYS software. At the end, shape optimized design model 

is compared with the actual part that is being manufactured 

for the press. It is inferred that topology optimization results 

in a better and innovative product design 

P.D.Murarka & S.P.Sinha [8]– “Computer-Aided Design Of 

Hydraulic Press Structures” – 1988.   

The paper discussed about the brief history of Hydraulic 
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presses and represented 3-D complex structures for which 

an exact analytical method of stress and deformation 

analysis is cumbersome and time-consuming. In order to 

reduce core memory requirement and the cost of 

computation, a simplified plane stress (PS) FEM model for a 

918 KN hydraulic press structure (welded frame) has been 

identified for its analysis. The patterns of deformations and 

stresses are in fair agreement with those obtained by 3-D 

analysis. Although the PS model of analysis is not valid for 

obtaining actual values for complex structures, it has been 

used in making a comparative study of the behaviour of the 

structure. The factors considered are fillet, edge cutting, 

provision of openings, change in position of stiffeners and 

eccentric loading. 

 
Fig. 6: Deformation of the side plate (C-plate). 

 
Fig. 7: PS model to study the effect of edge cutting 

 
Fig. 8: PS model to study the effect of fillets. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

They observed that it is difficult to estimate precisely by this 

method the amount of stress Concentration occurring around 

the corner of the C-gap. It has been established by 

researchers that the corner zone of a press frame is the most 

heavily stressed section. They observed from results table 

that there is good agreement so far as the lower-half plate 

values are concerned. The difference in values for the upper-

half plate indicates that the plate behaves as a more flexible 

element. This also suggests the need for making it stiffer by 

incorporating suitable stiffeners. A simplified model for 

FEM analysis, as identified in the welded frame of the press, 

has been used for comparative studies of the effects of such 

parameters as fillet [Fig.8], edge cutting[fig.7], opening and 

eccentric loading on the deformation pattern of the 

frame[fig.6]. On the basis of this investigation, certain 

significant guidelines have been obtained for the design of 

press frames. Such a model has resulted in savings in 

computational time, core memory requirement and cost of 

analysis 

VI. ASSUMPTION / CONSIDERATIONS 

The following assumptions have been made. 

1. The load is perfectly vertical. 

2. The material of the side plate is homogeneous and 

isotropic. 

3. The base is bolted firmly to a solid foundation, i.e. all the 

deflections of the base plate are zero 

4. As he frame is having the symmetrical cross section area, 

one side is to be consider for the purpose of analysis  

6. Conclusions 

From above literature, review it is indicated that. 

1) Press machine always works under impact load 

condition. Because of continuous impact load,  

2) Frame of press machine always experience continuous 

tensile stress.  

3) Press machine continuous deals with stress and because 

of that frequently structural failure problem occurs in 

machine.  

4) Instead of sharp corner in C-plate we provide fillet, 

which is useful to reduce failure in structure. Fillet radius 

depends on load condition experienced by frame and that 

can be analyzed by using FEM Tools.  

5) The design   calculations of   pneumatic power press 

system are playing important role as we come to know 

the value of total force develops in the system. 

6) Selection of good shape provides strength to the system 

as the system is only undergoing through bending 

according to the FEA Analysis the best solution is 

obtained by changing the shape and design of the top and 

bottom frame structure. 
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